Mao The Man Who Made China
Getting the books mao the man who made china now is not type of challenging means. You could not forlorn going
gone ebook stock or library or borrowing from your friends to entre them. This is an completely simple means to
specifically get guide by on-line. This online publication mao the man who made china can be one of the options to
accompany you taking into consideration having other time.
It will not waste your time. understand me, the e-book will entirely freshen you supplementary issue to read. Just
invest tiny times to entrance this on-line statement mao the man who made china as competently as review them
wherever you are now.

The Chinese Revolution and Mao Zedong in World History Ann Malaspina 2004-01 Traces how Mao Zedong the
leader of the Chinese Revolution impacted modern China, and discusses major events such as the Great Leap
Forward and the Cultural Revolution.
Forgotten Voices of Mao's Great Famine, 1958-1962 Xun Zhou 2013-11-28 In 1958, China’s revered leader Mao
Zedong instituted a program designed to transform his giant nation into a Communist utopia. Called the Great Leap
Forward, Mao’s grand scheme—like so many other utopian dreams of the 20th century—proved a monumental
disaster, resulting in the mass destruction of China’s agriculture, industry, and trade while leaving large portions
of the countryside forever scarred by man-made environmental disasters. The resulting three-year famine claimed the
lives of more than 45 million people in China.div /DIVdivIn this remarkable oral history of modern China’s greatest
tragedy, survivors of the cataclysm share their memories of the devastation and loss. The range of voices is wide:
city dwellers and peasants, scholars and factory workers, parents who lost children and children who were
orphaned in the catastrophe all speak out. Powerful and deeply moving, this unique remembrance of an unnecessary
and unhindered catastrophe illuminates a dark recent history that remains officially unacknowledged to this day
by the Chinese government and opens a window on a society still feeling the impact of the terrible Great Famine./DIV
Wild Swans Jung Chang 2008-06-20 The story of three generations in twentieth-century China that blends the
intimacy of memoir and the panoramic sweep of eyewitness history—a bestselling classic in thirty languages with
more than ten million copies sold around the world, now with a new introduction from the author. An engrossing
record of Mao’s impact on China, an unusual window on the female experience in the modern world, and an inspiring
tale of courage and love, Jung Chang describes the extraordinary lives and experiences of her family members: her
grandmother, a warlord’s concubine; her mother’s struggles as a young idealistic Communist; and her parents’
experience as members of the Communist elite and their ordeal during the Cultural Revolution. Chang was a Red
Guard briefly at the age of fourteen, then worked as a peasant, a “barefoot doctor,” a steelworker, and an
electrician. As the story of each generation unfolds, Chang captures in gripping, moving—and ultimately
uplifting—detail the cycles of violent drama visited on her own family and millions of others caught in the
whirlwind of history.
Mao's Great Famine Frank Dik tter 2010-10-01 Winner of the Samuel Johnson Prize An unprecedented,
groundbreaking history of China's Great Famine that recasts the era of Mao Zedong and the history of the People's
Republic of China. "Between 1958 and 1962, China descended into hell. Mao Zedong threw his country into a frenzy
with the Great Leap Forward, an attempt to catch up to and overtake Britain in less than 15 years The experiment
ended in the greatest catastrophe the country had ever known, destroying tens of millions of lives." So opens Frank
Dik tter's riveting, magnificently detailed chronicle of an era in Chinese history much speculated about but never
before fully documented because access to Communist Party archives has long been restricted to all but the most
trusted historians. A new archive law has opened up thousands of central and provincial documents that
"fundamentally change the way one can study the Maoist era." Dik tter makes clear, as nobody has before, that
far from being the program that would lift the country among the world's superpowers and prove the power of
Communism, as Mao imagined, the Great Leap Forward transformed the country in the other direction. It became the
site not only of "one of the most deadly mass killings of human history,"--at least 45 million people were worked,
starved, or beaten to death--but also of "the greatest demolition of real estate in human history," as up to onemao-the-man-who-made-china
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third of all housing was turned into rubble). The experiment was a catastrophe for the natural world as well, as
the land was savaged in the maniacal pursuit of steel and other industrial accomplishments. In a powerful mesghing
of exhaustive research in Chinese archives and narrative drive, Dik tter for the first time links up what happened in
the corridors of power-the vicious backstabbing and bullying tactics that took place among party leaders-with
the everyday experiences of ordinary people, giving voice to the dead and disenfranchised. His magisterial account
recasts the history of the People's Republic of China.
On Guerrilla Warfare Mao Tse-tung 2012-03-06 The first documented, systematic study of a truly
revolutionary subject, this 1937 text remains the definitive guide to guerrilla warfare. It concisely explains
unorthodox strategies that transform disadvantages into benefits.
Mao's War Against Nature Judith Shapiro 2001-03-05 This book tells the story of environmental destruction
and human suffering during the Mao years.
Mao Jung Chang 2011-10-05 The most authoritative life of the Chinese leader every written, Mao: The Unknown
Story is based on a decade of research, and on interviews with many of Mao’s close circle in China who have never
talked before — and with virtually everyone outside China who had significant dealings with him. It is full of
startling revelations, exploding the myth of the Long March, and showing a completely unknown Mao: he was not
driven by idealism or ideology; his intimate and intricate relationship with Stalin went back to the 1920s,
ultimately bringing him to power; he welcomed Japanese occupation of much of China; and he schemed, poisoned, and
blackmailed to get his way. After Mao conquered China in 1949, his secret goal was to dominate the world. In
chasing this dream he caused the deaths of 38 million people in the greatest famine in history. In all, well over 70
million Chinese perished under Mao’s rule — in peacetime.
Mao Zedong Yanchi Quan 1992 Based on recollections of Li Yinqiao, Mao's bodyguard.

Mao, the People's Emperor Dick Wilson 1979 Biografie van de chinese partijleider (1893-1976)
Mao Zedong on Dialectical Materialism Tse-tung Mao 1990 New and annotated translations of philosophical
essays written by Mao Zedong in 1937, which have come to be regarded as a cornerstone in the development of
Chinese Marxism. The editor analyzes their textual, philosophical and historical significance.
The Cultural Revolution Frank Dik tter 2017-06-06 The concluding volume--following Mao's Great Famine and
The Tragedy of Liberation--in Frank Dik tter's award-winning trilogy chronicling the Communist revolution in
China. After the economic disaster of the Great Leap Forward that claimed tens of millions of lives from
1958–1962, an aging Mao Zedong launched an ambitious scheme to shore up his reputation and eliminate those he
viewed as a threat to his legacy. The Cultural Revolution's goal was to purge the country of bourgeois,
capitalistic elements he claimed were threatening genuine communist ideology. Young students formed the Red
Guards, vowing to defend the Chairman to the death, but soon rival factions started fighting each other in the
streets with semiautomatic weapons in the name of revolutionary purity. As the country descended into chaos, the
military intervened, turning China into a garrison state marked by bloody purges that crushed as many as one in
fifty people. The Cultural Revolution: A People's History, 1962–1976 draws for the first time on hundreds of
previously classified party documents, from secret police reports to unexpurgated versions of leadership speeches.
After the army itself fell victim to the Cultural Revolution, ordinary people used the political chaos to
resurrect the market and hollow out the party's ideology. By showing how economic reform from below was an
unintended consequence of a decade of violent purges and entrenched fear, The Cultural Revolution casts China's
most tumultuous era in a wholly new light.
Quotations from Chairman Mao Tsetung Zedong Mao 1990
Mao and the Men Against Him Clare Hollingworth 1985
China Press
China Under Mao Andrew G. Walder 2015-04-06 China’s Communist Party seized power in 1949 after a long
mao-the-man-who-made-china
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guerrilla insurgency followed by full-scale war, but the revolution was just beginning. Andrew Walder narrates
the rise and fall of the Maoist state from 1949 to 1976—an epoch of startling accomplishments and disastrous
failures, steered by many forces but dominated above all by Mao Zedong.
The World Turned Upside Down Yang Jisheng 2022-01-18 Yang Jisheng’s The World Turned Upside Down is the
definitive history of the Cultural Revolution, in withering and heartbreaking detail. As a major political event and
a crucial turning point in the history of the People’s Republic of China, the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution (1966–1976) marked the zenith as well as the nadir of Mao Zedong’s ultra-leftist politics. Following
Tombstone, his groundbreaking and award-winning history of the Great Famine, Yang Jisheng presents the only
history of the Cultural Revolution by an independent scholar based in mainland China, and makes a crucial
contribution to understanding the lasting influence of those years. The World Turned Upside Down puts every
political incident, major and minor, of those ten years under extraordinary and withering scrutiny, and arrives in
English at a moment when contemporary Chinese governance is leaning once more toward a highly centralized power
structure and a Mao-style cult of personality.

Mao Zedong and China in the Twentieth-Century World Rebecca E. Karl 2010-07-23 Throughout this lively and
concise historical account of Mao Zedong’s life and thought, Rebecca E. Karl places the revolutionary leader’s
personal experiences, social visions and theory, military strategies, and developmental and foreign policies in a
dynamic narrative of the Chinese revolution. She situates Mao and the revolution in a global setting informed by
imperialism, decolonization, and third worldism, and discusses worldwide trends in politics, the economy, military
power, and territorial sovereignty. Karl begins with Mao’s early life in a small village in Hunan province,
documenting his relationships with his parents, passion for education, and political awakening during the fall of
the Qing dynasty in late 1911. She traces his transition from liberal to Communist over the course of the next
decade, his early critiques of the subjugation of women, and the gathering force of the May 4th movement for
reform and radical change. Describing Mao’s rise to power, she delves into the dynamics of Communist organizing in
an overwhelmingly agrarian society, and Mao’s confrontations with Chiang Kaishek and other nationalist
conservatives. She also considers his marriages and romantic liaisons and their relation to Mao as the
revolutionary founder of Communism in China. After analyzing Mao’s stormy tenure as chairman of the People’s
Republic of China, Karl concludes by examining his legacy in China from his death in 1976 through the Beijing
Olympics in 2008.
Mao and China Stanley Karnow 1990 Mao Zedong died in 1976, yet his ghost still haunts present-day China. In
this book, Stanley Karnow examines that dire episode in human history and the man responsible for it, detailing the
Communist takeover in 1949 and Mao's lofty vision of transforming China into the ideal Marxist nation.

Mao's Last Revolution Roderick MACFARQUHAR 2009-06-30 The Cultural Revolution was a watershed event
in the history of the People's Republic of China, the defining decade of half a century of communist rule. Before
1966, China was a typical communist state, with a command economy and a powerful party able to keep the
population under control. But during the Cultural Revolution, in a move unprecedented in any communist country,
Mao unleashed the Red Guards against the party. Tens of thousands of officials were humiliated, tortured, and
even killed. Order had to be restored by the military, whose methods were often equally brutal. In a masterly book,
Roderick MacFarquhar and Michael Schoenhals explain why Mao launched the Cultural Revolution, and show his
Machiavellian role in masterminding it (which Chinese publications conceal). In often horrifying detail, they
document the Hobbesian state that ensued. The movement veered out of control and terror paralyzed the country.
Power struggles raged among Lin Biao, Zhou Enlai, Deng Xiaoping, and Jiang Qing--Mao's wife and leader of the
Gang of Four--while Mao often played one against the other. After Mao's death, in reaction to the killing and the
chaos, Deng Xiaoping led China into a reform era in which capitalism flourishes and the party has lost its former
authority. In its invaluable critical analysis of Chairman Mao and its brilliant portrait of a culture in turmoil,
"Mao's Last Revolution" offers the most authoritative and compelling account to date of this seminal event in
the history of China.
Mao Alexander V. Pantsov 2013-10-29 Draws on extensive, previously unavailable Russian documents to reveal
details about Mao Zedong's rise to power and leadership in China, covering such topics as his health, alleged
affairs, and controversial political decisions.
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Mao Zedong Yanchi Quan 1992
Hungry Ghosts Jasper Becker 1996 This is the unforgettable story of the century's greatest human rights
disaster, in which more people died than in Stalin's purges and the Holocaust put together.
China's New Red Guards Jude Blanchette 2019 In China's New Red Guards, Jude Blanchette illuminates two trends in
contemporary China that point to its revival of Mao Zedong's legacy-a development that he argues will result in
a more authoritarian and more militaristic China. This book not only will reshape our understanding of the
political forces driving contemporary China, it will also demonstrates how ideologies can survive and prosper
despite pervasive rumors of their demise.

Zhou Enlai Gao Wenqian 2008-10-16 When Gao Wenqian first published this groundbreaking, provocative
biography in Hong Kong, it was immediately banned in the People's Republic. Using classified documents spirited out
of the China, he offers an objective human portrait of the real Zhou Enlai, the premier of the People's Republic of
China from 1949 until his death in 1976. Often touted as “the last perfect revolutionary,” Zhou is “a modern
saint” who offered protection to his people during the Cultural Revolution, and an icon who allows modern
Chinese to find an admirable figure in what was a traumatic and bloody era. But his greatest gift was to survive,
at almost any price, thanks to his acute understanding of where political power resided at any one time.
Kingdom of Characters Jing Tsu 2022-01-18 What does it take to reinvent a language? After a meteoric rise,
China today is one of the world’s most powerful nations. Just a century ago, it was a crumbling empire with
literacy reserved for the elite few, as the world underwent a massive technological transformation that
threatened to leave them behind. In Kingdom of Characters, Jing Tsu argues that China’s most daunting challenge
was a linguistic one: the century-long fight to make the formidable Chinese language accessible to the modern
world of global trade and digital technology. Kingdom of Characters follows the bold innovators who
reinvented the Chinese language, among them an exiled reformer who risked a death sentence to advocate for
Mandarin as a national language, a Chinese-Muslim poet who laid the groundwork for Chairman Mao's phonetic
writing system, and a computer engineer who devised input codes for Chinese characters on the lid of a teacup from
the floor of a jail cell. Without their advances, China might never have become the dominating force we know
today. With larger-than-life characters and an unexpected perspective on the major events of China’s tumultuous
twentieth century, Tsu reveals how language is both a technology to be perfected and a subtle, yet potent,
power to be exercised and expanded.
Chairman Mao Charles River Editors 2017-02-13 *Includes pictures. *Includes excerpts of Mao's writings about
politics and military strategy. *Includes a bibliography for further reading. "A revolution is not a dinner party, or
writing an essay, or painting a picture, or doing embroidery. It cannot be so refined, so leisurely and gentle, so
temperate, kind, courteous, restrained and magnanimous. A revolution is an insurrection, an act of violence by
which one class overthrows another." - Mao Zedong It's a sure sign of fame when a man is known simply by his first
name, and Mao Zedong, often referred to simply as Mao or Chairman Mao, was one of the most influential men of the
20th century. He was also arguably the most controversial; as the founder of the People's Republic of China,
Mao rose from being a communist revolutionary to successfully overthrowing a regime and transforming China
into a communist powerhouse in Asia. The ramifications of Mao's life and legacy are still very much felt today, as
China continues to transition into a superpower that may soon lay claim to the world's largest economy. Mao's
communist revolution is still controversial, but it was his reign over China that has made him notorious, and in
the West he is often considered one of history's biggest tyrants. Mao's revolution and his subsequent policies have
been accused of causing millions of deaths, possibly more than the likes of Hitler and Stalin. It has been roughly
estimated that Mao was responsible for the deaths of anywhere from 40-70 million, but he has plenty of defenders
as well, who cite Mao's military and political leadership for inspiring similar revolutions across the world.
Chairman Mao: The Life and Legacy of Mao Zedong chronicles the rise of Mao and analyzes his leadership of China
and the lasting effects he has had on geopolitics today. Along with pictures of important people, places, and
events, you will learn about Mao like you never have before, in no time at all.

Private Life of Chairman Mao Zhisui Li 1994
Deng Xiaoping Michael Dillon 2014-10-27 One of the most important figures in global politics during the second
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half of the 20th century; Deng Xiaoping is generally considered the central figure behind China's economic
liberalization programme that produced historically unprecedented growth rates and development beginning in the
late 1970s. Lifting nearly a billion people out of poverty, Deng Xiaoping's 'Four Modernisations' called for reform
in agriculture, industry, military, and science and technology. Today these reforms are considered to be the crucial
turning point in modern Chinese history, enabling China to effectively harness its previously-latent power in its
quest to become a global economic superpower. Just ten years after this tremendous achievement, Deng's brutal
suppression of the democracy movement at Tiananmen Square severely undermined his international and domestic
reputation. To explain the seeming contradictions between Deng Xiaoping's desire for economic liberalization and
political conservatism, Michael Dillon's biography utilizes recently-released Chinese sources to detail Deng
Xiaoping's emergence from a minority, second-class community in the Sichuan province, via education in France, to
his meteoric rise to the top of the CCP's political hierarchy, illustrating the ways in which his life of struggle and
survival shaped his political career. Dillon's biography addresses Xiaoping as both an intensely committed
communist capable of playing a principal role in the Great Leap Forward from 1958 to 1961, while incurring the
wrath of Mao only ten years later as he was exiled and purged during the Cultural Revolution. Emphasizing Deng
Xiaoping's effectiveness as a party operator and political bruiser rather than an intellectual capable of
formulating the reforms for which he eventually took credit, this book sheds light on Deng's ability to capitalize
upon the planning expertise of other party members. This biography of the central figure in China's economic
liberalization is essential for any reader interested in or affected by China's rise to global prominence.
A Critical Introduction to Mao Timothy Cheek 2010-08-23 Mao Zedong's political career spanned more than half
a century. The ideas he championed transformed one of the largest nations on earth and inspired revolutionary
movements across the world. Even today Mao lives on in China, where he is regarded by many as a near-mythical
figure, and in the West, where a burgeoning literature continues to debate his memory. In this book, leading scholars
from different generations and around the world offer a critical evaluation of the life and legacy of China's most
famous - some would say infamous - son. The book brings the scholarship on Mao up to date, and its alternative
perspectives equip readers to assess for themselves the nature of this mercurial figure and his significance in modern
Chinese history.

Out of Mao's Shadow Philip P. Pan 2008 An inside analysis of modern cultural and political upheavals in China by
a fluent Beijing correspondent describes the power struggles currently taking place between the party elite and
supporters of democracy, the outcome of which the author predicts will significantly affect China's rise to a
world super-power. 125,000 first printing.
Mao Ross Terrill 1999 Everyone who came in close contact with Mao was taken aback at the anarchy of his
personal ways. He ate idiosyncratically. He became increasingly sexually promiscuous as he aged. He would stay
up much of the night, sleep during much of the day, and at times he would postpone sleep, remaining awake for
thirty-six hours or more, until tension and exhaustion overcame him. Yet many people who met Mao came away
deeply impressed by his intellectual reach, originality, style of power-within-simplicity, kindness toward low-level
staff members, and the aura of respect that surrounded him at the top of Chinese politics. It would seem difficult
to reconcile these two disparate views of Mao. But in a fundamental sense there was no brick wall between Mao
the person and Mao the leader. This biography attempts to provide a comprehensive account of this powerful and
polarizing historical figure.
The Cultural Revolution Charles River Charles River Editors 2018-02-09 *Includes pictures *Includes Mao's
quotes and accounts from Chinese living through it *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further
reading *Includes a table of contents "A revolution is not a dinner party, or writing an essay, or painting a
picture, or doing embroidery. It cannot be so refined, so leisurely and gentle, so temperate, kind, courteous,
restrained and magnanimous. A revolution is an insurrection, an act of violence by which one class overthrows
another." - Mao "[The Cultural Revolution was] responsible for the most severe setback and the heaviest losses
suffered by the Party, the country, and the people since the founding of the People's Republic." - The Communist
Party's description of the Cultural Revolution in 1981, five years after Mao's death. It's a sure sign of fame
when a man is known simply by his first name, and Mao Zedong, often referred to simply as Mao or Chairman Mao,
was one of the most influential men of the 20th century. He was also arguably the most controversial; as the
founder of the People's Republic of China, Mao rose from being a communist revolutionary to successfully
overthrowing a regime and transforming China into a communist powerhouse in Asia. The ramifications of Mao's life
mao-the-man-who-made-china
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and legacy are still very much felt today, as China continues to transition into a superpower that may soon lay
claim to the world's largest economy. Mao's communist revolution is still controversial, but it was his reign
over China that has made him notorious, and in the West he is often considered one of history's biggest tyrants.
Mao's revolution and his subsequent policies have been accused of causing millions of deaths, possibly more than
the likes of Hitler and Stalin. It has been roughly estimated that Mao was responsible for the deaths of anywhere
from 40-70 million, but he has plenty of defenders as well, and they cite Mao's military and political leadership
for inspiring similar revolutions across the world. When the Great Leap failed, he was outmaneuvered by experts in
the party who went on to restore the more gradualist approach of the first Five-Year Plan. In the subsequent
years, without an active governing role, Mao concluded that the gains of the revolution could be lost if China
simply came under the grip of a new governing elite. He decided that the only way to instill a proper revolutionary
fervor in the country's youth was to enlist them to wage a permanent war on the vestiges of "bourgeois culture"
in China. It was against this backdrop that Mao announced the Cultural Revolution in 1966. Unlike the
revolution that brought the communists to power by using armed struggle to gain political power, this new
revolution was to be waged at the level of everyday life, carried out by common citizens against fellow citizens
suspected of "rightist" tendencies. The vanguard of the movement was the volunteer "Red Guard," a citizen army of
young people who wore red armbands and called out those they suspected of counterrevolutionary tendencies. The
Cultural Revolution became a war of all against all. Students attacked and revolted against their teachers,
young people exposed their parents as "rightists," urban intellectuals were forced to go to the countryside and
work on farms, and Communist Party officials were publicly shamed in front of large crowds. Thousands and
possibly even millions were killed or driven to suicide, among them Mao's intraparty rivals, Liu Shaoqi and Peng
Dehuai. The Red Guard had as one of their tenets a fierce devotion to Mao, and they required that the Chairman's
portrait be displayed in every household and on every street corner. Elements of traditional Chinese culture,
including architecture, art, music, and literature, were rooted out and destroyed by the Red Guard in its fervent
effort to cleanse communist culture of the relics of the past.
Red China Blues (reissue) Jan Wong 2011-02-04 Jan Wong, a Canadian of Chinese descent, went to China as a
starry-eyed Maoist in 1972 at the height of the Cultural Revolution. A true believer -- and one of only two
Westerners permitted to enroll at Beijing University -- her education included wielding a pneumatic drill at the
Number One Machine Tool Factory. In the name of the Revolution, she renounced rock and roll, hauled pig manure in
the paddy fields, and turned in a fellow student who sought her help in getting to the United States. She also met
and married the only American draft dodger from the Vietnam War to seek asylum in China. Red China Blues begins as
Wong's startling -- and ironic -- memoir of her rocky six-year romance with Maoism that began to sour as she
became aware of the harsh realities of Chinese communism and led to her eventual repatriation to the West.
Returning to China in the late eighties as a journalist, she covered both the brutal Tiananmen Square crackdown
and the tumultuous era of capitalist reforms under Deng Xiaoping. In a wry, absorbing, and often surreal
narrative, she relates the horrors that led to her disillusionment with the "worker's paradise." And through the
stories of the people -- an unhappy young woman who was sold into marriage, China's most famous dissident, a
doctor who lengthens penises -- Wong creates an extraordinary portrait of the world's most populous nation. In
setting out to show readers in the Western world what life is like in China, and why we should care, Wong
reacquaints herself with the old friends -- and enemies -- of her radical past, and comes to terms with the legacies
of her ancestral homeland.
The Private Life of Chairman Mao Zhisui Li 1994 Mao's personal physician provides a look inside the private world
of the Chinese leader

Mao's China and After Maurice Meisner 1999-04-01 When MAO'S CHINA first appeared in 1977, it was hailed as
the single most useful general volume on recent Chinese history, covering every important question of the time with
clarity and amazing insight. Now, Meisner brings the third edition of his definitive work, with new information
provided throughout the classic study. Including a whole new section in Part Six, 'Deng Xiaoping and the Origins of
Chinese Capitalism: 1976-1998', Meisner assesses the country's uneasy relationship with democracy, socialism and
capitalism. Retaining the elegance, lucidity and comprehensiveness he is known for, Meisner moves far beyond his
previous work to paint a never-before-seen portrait of the political and social realities of China on the brink of
the new Millennium, and the global implications of its rise to economic and political power.
Mao Philip Short 2001-02 A portrait of Mao explores the life of the peasant who rose to the position of
mao-the-man-who-made-china
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"chairman" of China's communist party and absolute ruler of the country, overseeing both brilliant reform and
terrible butchery during his long reign.
China 1945 Richard Bernstein 2014-11-04 A riveting account of the watershed moment in America’s dealings with
China that forever altered the course of East-West relations As 1945 opened, America was on surprisingly
congenial terms with China’s Communist rebels—their soldiers treated their American counterparts as heroes,
rescuing airmen shot down over enemy territory. Chinese leaders talked of a future in which American money and
technology would help lift China out of poverty. Mao Zedong himself held friendly meetings with U.S. emissaries,
vowing to them his intention of establishing an American-style democracy in China. By year’s end, however,
cordiality had been replaced by chilly hostility and distrust. Chinese Communist soldiers were setting ambushes for
American marines in north China; Communist newspapers were portraying the United States as an implacable
imperialist enemy; civil war in China was erupting. The pattern was set for a quarter century of almost total
Sino-American mistrust, with the devastating wars in Korea and Vietnam among the consequences. Richard
Bernstein here tells the incredible story of that year’s sea change, brilliantly analyzing its many components, from
ferocious infighting among U.S. diplomats, military leaders, and opinion makers to the complex relations between
Mao and his patron, Stalin. On the American side, we meet experienced “China hands” John Paton Davies and John
Stewart Service, whose efforts at negotiation made them prey to accusations of Communist sympathy; FDR’s
special ambassador Patrick J. Hurley, a decorated general and self-proclaimed cowboy; and Time journalist, Henry
Luce, whose editorials helped turn the tide of American public opinion. On the Chinese side, Bernstein reveals the
ascendant Mao and his intractable counterpart, Nationalist leader Chiang Kai-shek; and the indispensable Zhou
Enlai. A tour de force of narrative history, China 1945 examines the first episode in which American power and
good intentions came face-to-face with a powerful Asian revolutionary movement, and challenges familiar
assumptions about the origins of modern Sino-American relations.

The Private Life of Chairman Mao Li Zhi-Sui 2011-06-22 “The most revealing book ever published on Mao, perhaps
on any dictator in history.”—Professor Andrew J. Nathan, Columbia University From 1954 until Mao Zedong's
death twenty-two years later, Dr. Li Zhisui was the Chinese ruler's personal physician, which put him in daily—and
increasingly intimate—contact with Mao and his inner circle. in The Private Life of Chairman Mao, Dr. Li vividly
reconstructs his extraordinary experience at the center of Mao's decadent imperial court. Dr. Li clarifies numerous
long-standing puzzles, such as the true nature of Mao's feelings toward the United States and the Soviet Union.
He describes Mao's deliberate rudeness toward Khrushchev and reveals the actual catalyst of Nixon's historic
visit. Here are also surprising details of Mao's personal depravity (we see him dependent on barbiturates and
refusing to wash, dress, or brush his teeth) and the sexual politics of his court. To millions of Chinese, Mao was
more god than man, but for Dr. Li, he was all too human. Dr. Li's intimate account of this lecherous, paranoid
tyrant, callously indifferent to the suffering of his people, will forever alter our view of Chairman Mao and of
China under his rule. Praise for The Private Life of Chairman Mao “From now one no one will be able to pretend to
understand Chairman Mao's place in history without reference to this revealing account.”—Professor Lucian Pye,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology “Dr. Li does for Mao what the physician Lord Moran's memoir did for
Winston Churchill—turns him into a human being. Here is Mao unveiled: eccentric, demanding, suspicious, unregretful,
lascivious, and unfailingly fascinating. Our view of Mao will never be the same again.”—Ross Terrill, author of
China in Our Time “An extraordinarily intimate portrait of Mao. [Dr. Li] portrays [Mao's imperial court] as a place
of boundless decadence, licentiousness, selfishness, relentless toadying and cutthroat political
intrigue.”—Richard Bernstein, The New York Times “One of the most provocative books on Mao to appear since the
publication of Edgar Snow's Red Star Over China.”—Paul G. Pickowicz, The Wall Street Journal
Mao Philip Short 2016-12-18 One of the great figures of the twentieth century, Chairman Mao looms
irrepressibly over the economic rise of China. Mao Zedong was the leader of a revolution, a communist who lifted
hundreds of millions out of poverty, an aggressive and distrustful leader, and a man responsible for more civilian
deaths than perhaps any other historical figure. Now, four decades after Mao's death, acclaimed biographer Philip
Short presents a fully updated and revised edition of his ground-breaking and masterly biography. Vivid,
uncompromising and unflinching, Short presents in one-volume the man behind the propaganda - his family, his beliefs
and his horrors. In doing so he shows us both the human being Mao was, and the monster he became.

Mao Zedong Hourly History 2017-04-18 For a champion of the poor, Mao Zedong was born to a wealthy
aristocratic family in Shaoshan, Hunan China. As an adolescent, he once had to defend his father’s farm from
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starving peasants during a famine, who wished to seize his father's land and steal his grain. This same Mao would
later promote a policy of land reform that would give those peasants the green light to violently overthrow the
rich land owners all over the Chinese countryside. Inside you will read about...
Where Revolution Was Made
Mao Comes Into His Own
Mao, the Pragmatist
From Nanking to Pearl Harbor
Consolidating Power
Mao’s
Stranglehold
Mao Loses Face And much more! Mao Zedong was a Marxist revolutionary wishing to overthrow
regimes he viewed as “imperialist,” and yet Mao, often referred to as the “Red Emperor,” behaved much like
totalitarian Emperors of China’s medieval past. Mao was a man of intriguing contradiction. This book takes the
time to explore them all.
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